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ABSTRACT

Recently, the blockchain technology has attracted widespread attention due to its advantageous features, e.g., decentralization, transparency, traceability, and immutability. To make full use of renewable energy resources, new generation energy systems advocate the deep integration of information technology in real-world energy projects, among which blockchain has become one of the most used technologies. However, with the continuous development of related studies and projects, blockchain has begun to expose more and more limitations. As a result, the application of energy blockchain, i.e., blockchain applied in energy systems, is facing various challenges caused by these limitations. This paper briefly reviews popular application scenarios of energy blockchain, analyzes generic limitations of blockchain and their impacts on energy systems, and summarizes several possible solutions to these limitations. As far as we know, this paper is one of the few works that deeply analyze the shortcomings of the blockchain technology and corresponding solutions in the energy field.

1. Introduction

Blockchain has been recognized as one of the most promising technologies since the advent of Bitcoin in 2008 [1]. As shown in Figure 1, a blockchain encapsulates data into blocks, and these blocks form a linked list in the order specified by a distributed consensus mechanism. The chain structure and the decentralized nature grant blockchain transparency, traceability, reliability, and immutability [2], which explains the widespread application of blockchain in various fields. In peer-to-peer (P2P) transactions, using blockchain can reduce transaction cost by getting rid of centralized trusted intermediaries [3, 4]. The traceability, transparency, and immutability makes blockchain very popular in commodity trading [5, 6]. Blockchain can also establish trust and provide data security for cloud/edge computing [7], supply chains [8], and health care systems [9].

With the proposal of “Blockchain 2.0” in 2014, the development of the blockchain technology embraces a new climax [11]. Compared with Blockchain 1.0, Blockchain 2.0 integrates smart contracts, a kind of programmable scripts that execute automatically when predefined conditions are met [12]. As a result, the application scope of blockchain has been further extended to automatic transaction settlement [13], system access control [14], content copyright protection [15], and many other services.

In the energy field, the full utilization of renewable energy resources for power generation has always been a hot topic. The deep integration of energy technology and information and communication technology (ICT) has become an inevitable trend of new generation energy systems since the concept of Energy Internet was brought about [16, 17]. As one of the most popular ICTs at the moment, blockchain is playing an important role in the revolution of modern energy systems. The blockchain applied in energy systems is also called energy blockchain [18]. In P2P energy trading scenarios where untrusted entities are involved, energy blockchain can guarantee trading transparency and privacy in the absence of trusted intermediaries [19, 20]. In electric vehicle (EV) charging systems, blockchain can provide secure energy exchange and efficient demand response [21, 22]. With the help of smart contracts, energy blockchain enable automation, decentralization, and flexibility in the control and management of energy systems [23, 24, 25].

However, as the number of practical blockchain-based projects increases, the limitations of blockchain have become
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Figure 1: The chain structure of a blockchain [10]. Each block stores the hash value of its previous block, forming a chain structure.
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Figure 2: The organization of this paper.

more acute. On the one hand, the blockchain technology is not a new technology, but a fusion of a variety of ICTs including P2P transmission, cryptography, distributed consensus, and smart contract. These technologies themselves may suffer from a series of generic issues (e.g., high power and storage costs, low throughput and high latency, and the lack of scalability [26, 27]), and combining them in a blockchain system does not mitigate these issues. On the other hand, due to the importance and particularity of energy industry, practical energy systems usually have high requirements for trustworthiness, security, and privacy [28, 29]. Unfortunately, these requirements are often compromised for decentralization, the most emphasized feature of blockchain [30]. This could make blockchain-based energy projects deviate from their expected results [31].

Existing works on energy blockchain tend to focus more on presenting the advantages of blockchain, but few of them fully evaluates the disadvantages. This paper will instead look deep into the limitations of the blockchain technology within the scope of the energy field. In more details, our contributions in this paper are as follows:

- We formally argue that the blockchain is not a panacea for energy systems. Blockchain’s component technologies have their own generic issues and using blockchain could sometimes contradict the practical requirements of energy systems.
- We specially and systematically analyze the limitations of blockchain, and we also explore their potential impacts on energy systems.
- We summarize possible solutions for energy systems to deal with these impacts.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to make the above achievements.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the applications of blockchain in energy systems; Section 3 analyzes the limitations of blockchain and their impacts on energy systems; Section 4 summarizes corresponding solutions for energy systems; Section 5 concludes this paper. A clear picture of the organization of this paper is provided in Figure 2.

2. Blockchain in Energy Systems

In this section, we will briefly introduce typical scenarios where energy blockchain is commonly applied. We will also explain the roles that blockchain plays in them. Table 1 enumerates some related works that use energy blockchain in different scenarios, and we will describe them one by one.

2.1. Decentralized Energy Trading

Decentralized energy trading is the most popular application of energy blockchain [20, 32, 34]. Traditional energy trading usually requires an intermediary utility provider in every transaction. When there exists direct physical power connections, prosumers (i.e., consumers with power generation devices such as photovoltaics or wind turbines) and consumers can perform P2P power trading without the need of a centralized provider (see Fig. 3). In more detail, prosumers and consumers communicate about transaction information
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Blockchain Choice</th>
<th>Goal of Using Blockchain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>Hyperledger Fabric [34]</td>
<td>Establish trust; increase robustness against single point of failure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>Ethereum</td>
<td>Remove trusted third party; enhance data privacy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microgrid energy market</td>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>Ethereum</td>
<td>Remove intermediaries; use smart contract to automate energy trading.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>Hyperledger Fabric</td>
<td>Implement a blockchain layer to protect data privacy; build trust in microgrid energy market.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Cryptocurrency</td>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>Bitcoin</td>
<td>Avoid centralized failure in energy trading.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>Self-developed</td>
<td>Use smart contract to automate energy trading; serve as a payment currency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>Self-developed</td>
<td>Reward for green production and sustainable use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>Ethereum</td>
<td>Increase transparency and trust; attract investment in solar panels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metering &amp; billing</td>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>Self-developed</td>
<td>Confirm metering data; achieve automatic billing; enable energy transaction through cryptocurrency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[43]</td>
<td>Self-developed</td>
<td>Provide immutability and reliability for metering services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>Self-developed</td>
<td>Authenticate green electricity generation and consumption data securely, transparently, and immutably.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>Ethereum &amp; IPFS [51]</td>
<td>Use transparency to eliminate fraud; provide security for transaction and monitoring data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy control &amp; management</td>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>Hyperledger Fabric</td>
<td>Verify all power management operations; provide transparency and immutability for the data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[53]</td>
<td>Ethereum</td>
<td>Implement automatic power flow optimization; ensure data security.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>Ethereum</td>
<td>Guarantee the privacy, security, and immutability of energy data; reach agreement on demand response events; increase the flexibility and reliability of demand response via smart contracts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
<td>[54]</td>
<td>Ethereum &amp; Hyperledger Fabric</td>
<td>Verify transactions; confirm IoT device monitoring data; provide security for sharing economy service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[55]</td>
<td>Hyperledger Fabric</td>
<td>Guarantee sensing data integrity; provide privacy and security for regulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet of Vehicles</td>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>Hyperledger Fabric</td>
<td>Enhance robustness against cyberattacks; ensure authentication, security, and privacy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[56]</td>
<td>Self-Developed</td>
<td>Provide traceability and authentication for EV electricity transactions; establish audit and transaction sharing in local aggregators without trusted third-party.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Application scenarios of energy blockchain.

on a blockchain-based P2P platform run by the local community. Once transactions get approved, the corresponding amount of power will be transferred from prosumers to consumers through physical connections. This trading pattern has a prominent advantage that the local community has more flexibility in managing its own generation and utility demands [57].

In this scenario, blockchain helps to maintain a ledger by keeping a record of each transaction. Before stored into the ledger, each transaction record is authenticated by peers through distributed consensus. Data security of the ledger is guaranteed with cryptographic schemes of blockchain. The ledger is transparently shared by peers, making it easy to trace and difficult to tamper with any record. Moreover, au-
2.2. Energy Cryptocurrency

Cryptocurrency is a form of digital asset that operates on the basis of blockchain technology, and it is the original purpose of inventing the blockchain technology. Without a centralized authority, P2P cryptocurrency transactions can eliminate additional transaction fees [60]. Thus, cryptocurrency is extremely popular in international trade since cryptocurrency is not affected by the exchange rate of any specific country [61]. The underlying blockchain technology also provides anonymity and privacy for transactions in cryptocurrency [62].

Energy cryptocurrency has been used as a means of payment in decentralized energy trading, either in Bitcoin or in self-developed cryptocurrency [38, 39]. Besides, energy cryptocurrency is more likely to play an incentive role in new generation energy systems. For one thing, producers can be rewarded for green energy production and consumers can be rewarded for sustainable use behavior with cryptocurrency [40]. For another, cryptocurrency is able to attract and encourage renewable energy investments (e.g., in solar panels) [41]. Therefore, energy cryptocurrency has both financial and social value.

2.3. Metering and Billing

Smart meters help users store, buy and, sell electrical energy. When blockchain is incorporated into smart meters, the electricity generated and consumed will be recorded into a distributed ledger. Any metering records in the ledger are authenticated, transparent, and traceable. The ledger can effectively ensure the integrity of metering data and billing record through its immutability, and it can also preserve the privacy of user identity through its anonymity [42, 43].

In practice, manual metering and billing often need additional management costs, and they may encounter mistakes or even frauds. With the support of smart contracts, metering and billing can also be automated. As a result, the administrative cost of metering and billing can be eliminated [63], and the probability of mistakes and frauds can also be reduced [64].

2.4. Green Certificate and Carbon Trading

Green certificates are a kind of products that authenticate the amount of renewable electricity generated by producers, and they can be traded between producers or between producers and customers [44]. In a green power pricing mechanism, green certificates can help producers avoid additional environmental protection and energy conservation expenditures [65]. The government will also grant subsidies to companies that produce green electricity based on their green certificates [66].

By integrating blockchain, extra expenses of issuing and auditing green certificates to central authorities can be eliminated [67]. Moreover, the transparency and immutability of blockchain can create a reliable setting for renewable energy power generation and transaction [46]. The automation provided by smart contracts also helps to avoid human mistakes or frauds during these processes [44].

On the other hand, carbon trading is an effective way to control carbon emissions. By imposing prices on carbon emissions or other carbon products, the financial expenditures caused by carbon emissions become more significant for businesses [68]. Large companies and institutions can purchase voluntary emission reduction targets to offset carbon emissions in daily operations and activities, and they can promote their corporate image and social responsibility in public at the same time [69].

There have been a lot of works that implement blockchain-based carbon trading systems [47, 48, 50]. Using energy blockchain in carbon trading can guarantee the integrity of emission monitoring data [47]. The decentralization of energy blockchain also encourages individuals and companies to participate in carbon trading and emission control [48]. In addition, like the trading of green certificates, carbon trading can also improve its reliability through the transparency and immutability provided by blockchain [70, 71].

2.5. Energy Control and Management

Control technology is an important basis for energy systems to maintain system stability and optimize energy management [72, 73]. It has been widely used to solve a variety of problems in energy scenarios, such as voltage control.
and frequency regulation [74, 75], reactive power optimization [76], active power optimization [77], social welfare maximization [78], demand response [79], and many other problems. With the wide deployment of a large number of devices in energy systems, control and management methods are implemented in more distributed ways [80]. Although distributed methods have higher flexibility, efficiency, scalability, and robustness against single point of failure, cybersecurity is always an urgent problem to be solved when private information is shared among multiple distributed agents [81].

Using blockchain as a secure database is a common practice in distributed energy control and management. Because of the tamper-proof nature of blockchain-based database, corresponding control operations become more reliable in the absence of centralized trust [25, 52]. In addition, autonomous energy management can be achieved by implementing controlling rules into smart contracts [53, 82].

2.6. Internet of Things and Internet of Vehicles

Internet of Things (IoT) is promoting the transformation of energy systems. With every device connected to the Internet, IoT technologies bring more intelligence and flexibility into new generation energy systems [83]. The development of IoT has spawned various research fields such as Internet of Vehicles (IoV), smart homes, smart cities, smart manufacturing and smart grids. Due to the involvement of massive heterogeneous smart devices, traditional IoTs face great challenges in data integrity, privacy, and reliability. Blockchain is a practical approach to solve these problems, providing decentralized, secure, and automatic system management [54, 55].

In particular, with the popularization of EVs, cybersecurity issues in the interaction between EVs and charging service providers have become more prominent [84]. Like P2P energy trading, trading that involves EVs can also use blockchain to establish secure transaction environment in terms of authentication, anonymity, and privacy in IoVs [21, 85]. Moreover, the smart contract technology can also serve as an incentive mechanism to encourage more EVs to participate in demand response [56].

3. Generic Limitations of Blockchain and Impacts on Energy Systems

In this section, we are going to systematically analyze the drawbacks of blockchain and their potential impacts on energy systems.

3.1. Cost of Decentralization

Decentralization is the most emphasized feature of blockchain in the energy field. Decentralization encourages every individual in the network, or node, to participate in the bookkeeping. In theory, this decentralization can mitigate the performance bottleneck caused by a centralized node, enhance robustness against single point of failure, and avoid intermediate transaction fees [86]. Unfortunately, many existing works neglect the energy and storage cost behind these benefits.

3.1.1. Energy Cost

Bitcoin and Ethereum [35] are popular blockchain platforms in energy blockchain systems, and they both use Proof of Work (PoW) as their consensus mechanism. PoW requires nodes to solve computationally expensive hash puzzles. This process is called “mining” and nodes that participate in puzzle solving are called “miners” [87]. Then these miners will include answers in their blocks to prove their computational work. The first miner to provide a valid proof of work becomes the generator of the block.

The great burden of solving meaningless hash puzzles is regarded as a huge waste of resources [88]. Figure 4 shows a Bitcoin mining facility that uses hundreds of high energy-consumption processors for PoW mining [89]. It is estimated that Bitcoin’s annual electricity consumption is between 60 and 150 TW·h. On average, the electricity required for each Bitcoin transaction is equivalent to the electricity consumption of a typical German household for weeks or months [90]. That is why Ethereum plans to launch Ethereum 2.0 [91] that will switch to Proof of Stake (PoS) consensus that consumes monetary stakes instead of energy [92].

3.1.2. Storage Cost

Full decentralization requires redundant data storage, and each blockchain node needs to store a copy of the data. According to statistics, the volume of data stored on Bitcoin blockchain has reached 285.06 GB by June 2020 [93]. This means that in a system with 1,000 nodes, for instance, storing these blockchain data will consume up to 278.38 TB of storage in total. With the continuous expansion of blockchain networks and the increasing volume of blockchain data, this gigantic cost of storage resources will be a huge challenge for blockchain-based projects.

One possible way to solve the storage issue of decentralization is to deploy lightweight nodes that only store part of the blockchain data [94]. This breaks the (strong) consistency requirement of the consensus mechanism that all data should be synchronized within a limited time interval [95]. Since the information stored in lightweight nodes is incomplete, the completion of block verification relies on full nodes that store all blockchain information. This strategy re-
roduces the pressure on data storage by consuming network resources, greatly enhancing the feasibility of blockchain-based projects. In return, involving lightweight nodes may nevertheless lead to vulnerabilities against many attacks, such as data availability attack [96], brute-force attacks [97], and Denial-of-Service attacks [98].

3.1.3. Impacts

In the energy field, PoW-based Ethereum is the most used blockchain platform among academic studies and real-world projects [57]. The huge energy consumption of PoW consensus will impose unexpected burden on these energy blockchain projects, which contradicts the goal of using energy blockchain to improve the efficiency of energy utilization. The storage cost of decentralization could bring a series of troubles to blockchain-based energy systems in practice. For one thing, energy blockchain might not be a good choice if system devices only have limited storage and computing resources (e.g., in IoT or IoV). For another, additional security measures are required if lightweight nodes are deployed to reduce redundant storage. As a result, system designers are recommended to carefully choose the degree of decentralization according to practical requirements of the system.

3.2. Low Throughput and High Latency

Researchers often compare the performance of Bitcoin with VISA, the largest centralized payment system in the world. Bitcoin has a latency of 10 minutes to complete a transaction and a throughput of 7 transactions per second [99]. It seems that Bitcoin fails to show its advantage against VISA that achieves a much higher throughput up to 30,000 transactions per second [100].

There are many factors that may lead to the low throughput and high latency of blockchain systems, and we will analyze these factors in detail.

3.2.1. Slow Mining for Consensus

The contention of concurrent requests is a main cause of the inconsistency of consensus results because executing these contended requests in different orders may lead to different views of the system in different nodes. As described in Section 3.1.1, solving hash puzzles in PoW mining is also very time-consuming. This trading of time and computation resources for consistency is necessary to limit the speed of block generation and reduce the probability of contention caused by simultaneous block submission. Although PoS and classical Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) consensus algorithms do not need mining and can obtain better performance, PoW-based consensus is still the mainstream in practical blockchain systems, especially in energy systems [57]. The reasons are as follows:

- In PoS, the block generator stores monetary stakes in each block it generates as a deposit, and these stakes will be confiscated if some block submitted by the generator is detected as invalid. This reduces the time and energy wasted in the mining process of PoW, but introducing monetary concept could cause new security risks (to be discussed in Section 3.4).
- BFT consensus aims to reach consensus via message exchange between nodes [101]. However, BFT algorithms usually have strong theoretical assumptions (e.g., reliable transmission links, fully connected communication network, and partial synchrony). Consensus instances may fail if these assumptions cannot be guaranteed [102].

Therefore, PoW-based blockchains with higher energy consumption but more reliable consensus are still favorable for system designers.

3.2.2. Low Query Speed

The low efficiency of blockchain is also reflected in the low speed of information query. As shown in [103], the processing time of a single transaction of Ethereum is about 80 to 2,000 times longer than that of MySQL. This is caused by the orderly chained data structure of blockchain. In order to query records, the system requires all nodes to traverse all records in the block chain to generate the final query result, which is rather time consuming [104]. As the blockchain size grows larger and larger, this search strategy will be much slower.

3.2.3. Limited Block Size

By filling client requests into blocks of a fixed size, blockchain can process multiple transactions in one batch. Although this parallelism helps to increase the throughput in theory, the fixed block size could be a big hurdle if the system scale increases. When the request submission speed exceeds the block generation speed, unprocessed requests have to queue up in the server. It not only increases client-side responding latency, but also causes server congestion and, in worse cases, a denial of service [105].

On the contrary, Oversized blocks may also become a problem. Generating and propagating larger blocks take more time, thus increasing the latency in an analogous manner. It also requires additional space to store larger blocks. As a result, only a few devices with more resource can and are willing to participate in bookkeeping, making the system less decentralized and more vulnerable to single point of failure [106]. Therefore, how to carefully calibrate the size of blocks will be a great challenge to all blockchain systems.

3.2.4. Impacts

Decentralization alleviates the performance bottleneck caused by centralized nodes to a certain extent. With the increase of the decentralization degree, system performance may unexpectedly decrease. Reaching consensus, querying data and batching requests in a highly decentralized system are time and resource consuming. Therefore, blockchain-based energy systems sometimes may fail to satisfy the high real-time requirements of dynamic control [107], fault diagnosis [108], and EV charging [109], which require immediate response to an emergency.
3.3. Lack of Scalability

Blockchain systems generally have scalability issues due to their underlying consensus mechanisms. **Scalability** reflects the ability of a system to handle workload increase as its scale expands [113]. The research on distributed consensus systems has been troubled by the problem of low scalability for the past few decades. PoW-, PoS- and BFT-based blockchains all have their own scalability issues [10]:

- PoW’s low efficiency and high resource consumption make the operation and maintenance of a large system quite expensive;
- BFT algorithms require very strict theoretical assumptions and complicated subprotocols to resolve inconsistency, so the number of simultaneous clients the system can handle is rather small;
- PoS introduces monetary concepts and brings new security risks (to be discussed in Section 3.4), which could greatly increase the difficulty of preserving the security for a large-scale system.

The study of consensus algorithms encounters a trilemma called “the Decentralization-Consistency-Scalability (DCS) triangle” (shown in Fig. 5). It has been theoretically proven that improving the scalability and consistency of a distributed consensus system comes at the expense of reducing its decentralization [110]. In essence, as the most core ingredient of the blockchain technology, consensus itself is a global synchronization problem that is generically difficult to solve in a decentralized manner.

**Figure 5:** The DCS Triangle [95, 110]. A distributed system that implements consensus can achieve two goals from full decentralization, strong consistency and global scalability at most. It is impossible to satisfy the three at the same time: Bitcoin and Ethereum cannot scale well, InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) [51] relaxes strong consistency requirement, and BigchainDB [111] involves a centralized voting federation. Omniledger [112] is able to find a balance between the three.

### Impacts

**3.4. Security Risks**

The blockchain technology claims to provide many ideal security properties, such as anonymity, immutability, and robustness against single point of failures. Unfortunately, blockchain itself is still subject to various cyberattacks. There have been a lot of studies that analyze the cybersecurity risks of the blockchain in depth [144, 145, 146].

Table 2 enumerates these risks with detailed technical description, explanation about their causes, and corresponding cases, which covers: double spending [115], 51% attack [121], selfish mining [123], withholding attack [125], balance attack [128], nothing-at-stake attack [131], bribery attack [132], long-range attack [134], eclipse attack [135], distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attack [137], Sybil attack [140], and quantum computing attack [143].

**Impacts.** Although some of these attacks are only possible in theory and almost impossible to occur in reality (e.g., long-range attack), the particularity of energy industry itself might make them feasible. Take 51% attacks as an example. Controlling 51% of the computing resources of the whole network is not easy, so this kind of attack is rather difficult to take place in practice at present. However, the situation may change with the continuous implementation of real-world energy blockchain systems. Given the high centralization degree of energy industry, such an attack will become much more frequent and more prominent if a few industry giants assemble their resources to carry out 51% attacks for illegal profits. In addition, it cannot be ruled out that some power country is able to cause damage to another country by launching a 51% attack with its national power [121].

### 3.5. Unwanted Transparency and Defective Privacy

Supported by the decentralized blockchain system, information **transparency** is achievable by sharing the ledger between all participants. In the meanwhile, blockchain uses cryptography to protect the security of individual and corporate **privacy**. Many works implement energy blockchain for the purpose of increasing transparency and preserving privacy at the same time [147, 148, 149]. Unfortunately, the transparency and the privacy of blockchain are not impeccable, and they may even contradict each other.

In traditional transactions, user accounts are usually managed and protected by a third party. When users’ accounts...
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Double spending [115]</td>
<td>The same asset is spent in multiple transactions, causing financial losses.</td>
<td>The long latency between initiation and verification of a blockchain transaction.</td>
<td>BitcoinGold [116], Zen-Cash [117], Zcash [118], and LitecoinCash [119] lost millions of dollars due to double spending attacks in 2018 [120].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51% attack [121]</td>
<td>Manipulate consensus results and persuade other miners to work on malicious forks by controlling 51% or more hashing power.</td>
<td>The consistency of PoW-based blockchains relies on hashing power.</td>
<td>Ethereum Classic suffered a 51% attack and over US$5.5 million were double spent in July 2020 [122].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selfish mining [123]</td>
<td>Attackers also privately mine their own chains and publish these chains if they are longer than the main chain, causing other miners to abandon the main chain.</td>
<td>The lagging longest chain rule is used to choose the main chain.</td>
<td>The simulated selfish mining attack in [124] causes a fork rate of 1.51% in Bitcoin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withholding attack [125]</td>
<td>Discard complete solutions and only submit partial solutions to reduce the winning probability of pool mining.</td>
<td>Pool mining is widely used in PoW by having miners to solve hash puzzles together.</td>
<td>Eligius [126] lost up to 300 Bitcoins in the withholding attack in 2014 [127].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance attack [128]</td>
<td>Attackers choose a group of miners to delay and issue transactions with this group. Corresponding blocks may be removed by the GHOST protocol [129] when transactions take effects so that attackers can reissue these transactions.</td>
<td>The vulnerability of GHOST protocol to choose the main chain allows attackers to delay the network with only a little hashing power.</td>
<td>The test in [130] shows a 94% success rate of balance attack on Ethereum testnet within 4 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing-at-stake attack [131]</td>
<td>Keep proposing blocks that cause forking.</td>
<td>The cost of building a chain is significantly low for PoS-based blockchains.</td>
<td>This attack only exists in theory at present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bribery attack [132]</td>
<td>Miners are bribed for more hashing power to create a fork, or for private keys to alter transaction records.</td>
<td>Carrying out bribery attacks is much cheaper in PoS-based blockchains.</td>
<td>The Goldfinger contract in [133] is able to bribe Ethereum for a block with only US$0.46.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-range attack [134]</td>
<td>Attackers create forks from the beginning and overtake the main chain by building their own chains that are longer than the main chain.</td>
<td>The cost of building a chain is significantly less for PoS-based blockchains.</td>
<td>This attack only exists in theory at present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclipse attack [135]</td>
<td>Compromise the links of victims so that victims only see information sent by attackers, causing inconsistent views of the ledger.</td>
<td>Nodes may not connect with each other simultaneously in a decentralized network.</td>
<td>An eclipse attack on Bitcoin is tested in [136] with a success rate of 85%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDoS attack [137]</td>
<td>Overwhelm the network and service by submitting large volume of requests.</td>
<td>The request processing of the blockchain is usually very slow.</td>
<td>The DDoS attack on BitMEX [138] in 2018 resulted in a US$300 drop in Bitcoin’s price [139].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sybil attack [140]</td>
<td>Use multiple identities to dominate the consensus results.</td>
<td>The blockchain enables anonymity and usually lacks an identity management mechanism.</td>
<td>A Sybil attack on Bitcoin was carried out by Chainalysis [141] in 2015 to collect information on the destination of transactions, threatening the privacy of Bitcoin users [142].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum computing attack [143]</td>
<td>Break the cryptography and nullify system security with powerful quantum computing.</td>
<td>The security of many blockchain systems relies on computation workload.</td>
<td>This attack only exists in theory at present.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Security risks of blockchain.
get lost or stolen, users can easily recover their accounts through some proof of real-world identity, such as ID card or passport. Unlike the traditional approach, blockchain accounts are protected by addresses and private keys and are usually not bound to real persons so as to provide a certain degree of privacy [150]. Once users forget their account information or lose their private keys, their accounts will never be recovered, and users will permanently lose their digital assets.

Moreover, the data stored on blockchain is transparently available to all participants. Although private information will not be shared, it does not necessarily mean that the privacy will not get disclosed. What is worse, in order to achieve the more attractive goal of transparency, most blockchain systems only provide the lowest level of privacy protection [30]. In theory, side-channel analysis is shown to be quite proficient in breaking blockchain privacy protection by correlating physical data (e.g., transmission time, power consumption, or electromagnetic radiation) [151, 152, 153]. It is also possible to locate and identify some pivotal accounts by tracking transactions, analyzing transaction rules, and other anti-anonymity technologies [154, 155].

**Impacts.** Note that energy is the lifeblood of a country. It might put the country at risk if the unwanted transparency and defective privacy of energy blockchain are exploited. Once crucial data stored in energy blockchain are divulged, it could become possible to unscramble the energy trading rules, energy flow patterns, or even the energy policies [156].

### 3.6. Real-World Trust Issue

As we mentioned, blockchain has been widely used in commodity tracing due to its immutability and traceability. Although blockchain records the entire process of production, transportation, and distribution, it cannot completely eliminate the possibility of commodity fraud. Admittedly, blockchain data are difficult to tamper with, but the authenticity of these data before they are recorded into blockchains is not guaranteed. Moreover, the signatories of smart contracts are usually represented by virtual accounts rather than real persons [157]. Consequently, real-world contract execution and accountability may be difficult to enforce. To solve this problem, a specialized area of research has been put forward to explore “law is code”, i.e., legal enforcement in the form of smart contracts [158, 159]. It yet violates the decentralization requirement of blockchain when the legislature is involved. Moreover, real-world trust can also be accomplished by binding virtual accounts with real persons, which again contradicts the privacy and anonymity of blockchain.

**Impacts.** The requirements for real-world trust of some energy systems may contradict the lightspots of blockchain. In strategic energy systems such as infrastructure construction, transportation, and offshore wind power, real-world trust is indispensable. To establish real-world trust, energy blockchain, as well as blockchain in other fields, might need to involve the certification from authorities, trusted measuring instruments, or legal restrictions [160].

### 4. Possible Solutions for Energy Systems

In view of the limitations of blockchain, the challenges faced by energy blockchain are therefore nonnegligible. This section will summarize possible solutions in related studies that could deal with these challenges.

#### 4.1. Blockchain or Database?

In view of the impacts of the defects of blockchain mentioned in Section 3, it is not a wise choice to follow the trend and use energy blockchain without careful consideration. The first question that every energy system designer must answer is whether it is necessary to deploy energy blockchain.

The real application of blockchain should conform to cost reduction, efficiency improvement, and many other practical requirements, instead of indulging in the vague words of “decentralization”, “traceability”, or “immutability”. Unfortunately, many existing works fail to give full play to the advantages of blockchain and merely use energy blockchain as a secure database [162, 163, 164]. In fact, the blockchain systems in these works can as well be replaced by traditional databases with secure measures, which could greatly reduce the difficulty of system development.

Note that the core and irreplaceable value of blockchain lies in the establishment of mutual trust in decentralized and autonomous systems [161]. The authors of [161] provide a decision tree to choose between a traditional databases and...
blockchain (see Fig. 6). Since the implementation and maintenance of an entire blockchain system is complicated and expensive, energy blockchain is not recommended if a traditional database with security insurance suffices to complete the tasks.

4.2. Energy-Efficient Blockchain

Seeing the huge power consumption of existing energy blockchain systems (as described in Section 3.1.1), energy-efficient consensus algorithms for blockchain are needed to optimize the overall energy efficiency of energy systems. Accordingly, some recent works choose PoS as a substitute for PoW [165, 166]. However, PoS brings new security risks (as described in Section 3.4). Besides, Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET) [167], Proof of Authority (PoAuth) [168], and Proof of Reputation (PoRep) [169] are also great energy-efficient consensus algorithms that could circumvent the issues faced by PoS-based consensus.

Another possible approach is to use renewable energy microgrid to power blockchain systems, thereby reducing the consumption of nonrenewable energy. Unlike most related works that use blockchain to support distributed energy trading in microgrids, blockchain miners are conversely recommended to purchase renewable energy from microgrids [171]. This strategy not only increases revenue by making full use of renewable energy, but also encourages deeper reciprocity between microgrids and blockchain.

4.3. Unseal the Block and Unleash the Chain

As we have explained in Section 3.2, a fixed block size could cause the degradation of system performance, and the chain structure could result in a slow query speed. Some recent works on distributed ledger technology (DLT) choose to abandon the block unit and chain structure of the blockchain. These ideas have great potentials in energy systems.

4.3.1. Block-Free Ledgers

Many works in energy blockchain have been using “blockchain” and “DLT” interchangeably. This phenomenon was broken since the emergence of block-free ledger technologies [172]. Implementing a block-free ledger could ingeniously circumvent the performance degradation caused by fixed block sizes [173].

Since the deployment of a blockchain system is very complicated, some works try to achieve the decentralized, traceable, and immutable nature of blockchain through block-free ledgers based only on cryptography, consensus, and smart contracts [174, 175]. By simplifying and improving the blockchain technology, block-free ledgers can not only meet the demands of energy systems for the ideal properties of blockchain, but also reduce the complexity of the system, thereby enhancing the feasibility of practical projects.

4.3.2. Directed Acyclic Graphs

In order to achieve better efficiency to meet the real-time requirements of energy systems, people start to add various pipelining mechanisms to blockchain to improve efficiency. As a result, the original chain structure of blockchain has begun to transform to a tree or a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [176]. The idea of DAG-based ledger technology recommends to avoid establishing a strict total order by a complete consensus mechanism in transaction approval. Each new transaction needs to verify at least two old transaction records as references, and a transaction verified by sufficient different transactions is seen as approved [177]. Fig. 7 shows the directed acyclic graph formed by the transactions in an IOTA ledger [172].

The emergence of DAG-based ledger technologies has greatly promoted the diversified development of DLTs, bringing up the era of “Blockchain 3.0” [178]. Compared to blockchain, DAG-based ledgers are more efficient and scalable, and they are more friendly to IoT systems (and therefore IoT-based energy systems) [179]. Charging piles that integrate IOTA functions have come into being in real-world communities to enable automatic and reliable energy transactions and data exchange with EVs [180]. Fantom [181], the first DAG-based platform, cooperates with IoT energy corporations in the hope of improving the energy efficiency of microgrids and constructing new infrastructure for reliable real-time transactions and data sharing [182]. Although there are not many related works on DAG-based energy systems, this is a direction worthy of in-depth excavation.

4.4. Secure Hardware Assistance

In related works about energy blockchain, hardware assistance has been rarely studied. In theory, hardware is con-
considered to be more reliable than software in mitigating vulnerabilities and preserving security. By hardcoding programs in chips, the security guarantee provided by hardware cannot be nullified by any remote attacks unless these chips are physically shut down [184]. Moreover, hardware-based random numbers are more reliable than software-based pseudo-random numbers, thus providing more powerful cryptography [185]. In fact, secure hardware has been applied to enable trusted cryptography for blockchain-based energy transactions [186].

Secure hardware can also help to improve the scalability of energy blockchain. This can be achieved by improving the decentralization and scalability of blockchain consensus algorithms while acquiring consistency from secure hardware at the same time. Take PoET (mentioned in Section 4.2) as an example. Instead of solving hash puzzles, PoET only require a miner to wait for a time period randomly drawn from a predetermined probability distribution. To succeed in generating a block, the miner need to include a valid proof of the waiting time, generated by Software Guard Extensions (SGX) hardware [187], in the new block. Apart from SGX, the following hardware devices or services have also been applied to guarantee consensus security in similar ways [188, 189, 190, 191, 192]:

- Unique Sequential Identifier Generator (USIG) [193]
- Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [194];
- Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) [195];
- Trusted Execution Environments (TEE) [196];
- Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) [197];
- etc..

At present, there are not many research works on hardware-based energy blockchain. In view of the high security requirements of energy systems, secure hardware-based energy blockchain will become a promising choice.

4.5. Reputation Mechanisms

Energy blockchain helps to establish trust without any centralized authority in a distributed energy system. In most cases, participants have to reach consensus for each instance of participation, which is rather inefficient. In practice, real-world trust is cumulative and can be used as a reference in different scenarios.

Based on this, recent studies have begun to introduce reputation (or credit) mechanisms into blockchain systems. The reputation mechanism is mainly used to enable delegated consensus, which significantly reduce message complexity (i.e., the number of message transmissions to achieve consensus) and resource consumption by cutting down the number of consensus participants [198].

In delegated consensus, the credibility of each participant can be evaluated by a reputation score, either maintained locally or shared in public. The reputation score will be dynamically updated according to the historical record of consensus results and the behavior of the participant during consensus. The corresponding delegated consensus only needs to reach an agreement in a committee composed of high-reputation participants [199]. Take PBFT as an example. The delegated version of PBFT algorithm provided in [200] reduces its message complexity from quadratic to subquadratic, which is a great relief from the heavy communication overload of the original PBFT (see Fig. 8 for the comparison). Although entrusting consensus to a committee reduces the decentralization and security of the system, this compromise for efficiency and scalability is usually considered acceptable.

Apart from enhancing the underlying consensus, reputation mechanisms also show great potential in many energy scenarios. A credit risk management system can be developed for distributed energy transactions supported by the blockchain [202]. To prevent refusal to fulfill contracts, the system can take the credit score of the participant as an important attribute of the transaction account. Smart contracts will automatically raise the difficulty of transactions for participants with poor credit scores. In addition, reputation values can also be used to model the credibility of transactions from vehicles to ensure the safety of roadside units [203]. By integrating a reputation-based consensus algorithm, the efficiency of the energy sharing system will be further improved.

4.6. Laws and Regulations

"Technology is a double-edged sword." This saying has never been outdated since the prosperity of information technology. If some blockchain user has ulterior motives, then the advantages of blockchain may also turn into disadvantages.

There is no lack of news about the blockchain technology being misused or abused. For instance, during the 2017 WannaCry ransomware attack, around 200,000 computers across 150 countries were hijacked until a ransom was paid in Bitcoin [204]. It caused a total of US$8 billion in losses, and the anonymity provided by the blockchain made it more difficult to locate and track the attacker’s account. In 2018, German researchers discovered that hundreds of links to child abuse images were hidden on the Bitcoin platform [205]. The immutability of the blockchain greatly increased the workload of removing inappropriate content.

In view of these potential blockchain abuses (especially crimes based on cryptocurrencies), many countries have successively introduced regulations on the use of the blockchain technology. In 2019, the U.S. government formulated detailed policies that stipulate how to use blockchain within the current regulatory framework [206]. While China encourages the development of the blockchain technology in practical projects, domestic transactions in any form of cryptocurrency are prohibited [207].

In the field of energy, related norms and rules also need to be improved, because the consequences of blockchain abuses in energy systems are not only financial but also social. The design of energy blockchain-based projects should in-
include a clear definition of related privacy protection, auditing, and regulatory standards. During the construction of the Brooklyn Microgrid project described in [208], for example, representatives spent a lot of time in negotiating detailed rules with regulatory agencies. Although this may limit the scope of the project’s business, it ensures that the project would be steadily promoted within the scope of the law. Incorporating rule-makers in blockchain systems breaks blockchain’s pursuit of decentralization. However, compromising decentralization for the survival of blockchain might be reasonable and fair.

5. Conclusion

There are a wide range of energy scenarios in which blockchain has been applied. While people enjoy its theoretical benefits, blockchain has begun to expose its limitations to people in practice. It is undeniable that many advantages of blockchain are promoting the energy industry in a more digitalization, informatization, and modernization direction. However, it is worth noting that the energy industry is special. The consequences caused by the limitations of energy blockchain are not only technical, but also social, national, and international.

In essence, blockchain itself is not a new technology, but a fusion of various technologies. While integrating the advantages of multiple technologies, blockchain also inherits their generic disadvantages, and the fusion fails to mitigate these disadvantages. In addition, due to the particularity of the energy field, practical requirements of energy systems may conflict with the characteristics of blockchain. Based on these facts, this paper systematically review the limitations of blockchain and specially analyzes their impacts on energy systems. Besides, this paper also provides possible solutions to tackle with the challenges brought about by energy blockchain.

Decentralization is the most favorable feature of blockchain in energy systems. By removing centralized authorities, decentralization reduces intermediate expenses and increases system flexibility. It also results in a transparent and tamper-resistant ledger. However, the huge cost of energy and storage resources caused by decentralization may contradict the goal to make full use of resources. The low efficiency of decentralization can also make it impractical to develop blockchain-based energy systems. What is more, some critical and strategic energy projects may need centralization, which is incompatible with the decentralization of blockchain.

Since energy is related to the sustainable development of a country, the priority of security requirements in energy projects is often much higher than other requirements. In order to protect systems from potential cyberattacks, system designers who want to take advantage of blockchain security must implement additional security mechanisms. On the contrary, blockchain puts decentralization before security. The security of the vast majority of existing energy blockchain systems merely depends on blockchain itself and hardly implements additional security protection to deal with the security flaws in blockchain, which could be very dangerous.

The value of this paper includes two aspects. On the one hand, this paper recommends that future work need to carry out more in-depth research on the limitations of blockchain in energy systems. On the other hand, this paper emphasizes that energy system designers should fully consider whether it is necessary to deploy a complete blockchain system. This is not to criticize or deny the blockchain technology, but to provide an instruction for blockchain-based energy systems to develop in a more realistic and pragmatic direction.
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